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Libertarian
Sympathies:
Heart and Mind
by Joseph S. Fulda

wo questions invariably asked of meby
those unacquainted with libertarian
thought and surprised at manyof the argumentsand observations I put forth are "Why
are you so committed a libertarian?"
and
"Whatare someof the difficulties with the philosophy--where is it somewhatstrained?"
This essay, then, is my attempt to answer
these questions about the attractions and difficulties with the philosophy so manyof us have
embraced.
Libertarianism appeals to both heart and
mind. For many of us, especially the young,
libertarianism arises as a natural consequence
of a free-spirited personality: yearningto enjoy
life, with as few encumbrancesas possible, and
to answerto no one but ourselves and (for some
of us) God.
For manyof us, also, libertarianism arises
from deep-seated philosophical convictions
about the nature and dignity of man and the
way the world works. These convictions are
variations on three themes.
Thefirst is the spiritual case for liberty: that
menare naturally born with free will and that it
is, therefore, both their right and their duty-their unique destiny--to use this God-givencapacity to choose amongalternatives, for good
or for bad, for happiness or for unhappiness-provided, of course, that in so doing they in no
wayremoveothers’ free will.
Thesecondis the moralcase for liberty: that
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the use of force, except in self-defense--individual or collective--is simply wrong. This
understanding of the inviolable nature of the
rights of manarises directly from a conception
of his dignity.
The third is the empirical case for liberty:
that a free society promisesthe greatest goodof
the greatest number,that freedomtruly works.
Unlike the spiritual and moral premises, which
to manyare self-evident, the way the marketplace worksto our benefit is often subtle. It is,
for example, not obvious that the benefits of
~
productive advances are greatest for the poor,
that distribution-of-income figures do not show
2a permanentunderclass in capitalist society,
that we benefit most from the liberty of others
and in ways we can barely imagine,3 that government programs are necessarily 4wasteful,
that the marketis self-regulating if given the
chance,5 and that the beneficiaries of state action are so often visible and well-organized,
while those wholose as a result of state action
are either not visible or are so diffuse a group
as to makeit difficult and unprofitable to or6ganize.
Becauseof these and other subtleties, it is
usually necessary for those whoespouse the
freedom philosophy to make a separate, empirical case against each existing or proposedgovernmentprogramor regulation. This can be not
only exasperating, but also particularly difficult
for functions government assumed long ago,
because it is hard to knowjust howthe market
--coordinating the spontaneous responses of
manymillions of people--would today handle
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these functions. Thus a grounding in economic
history, as well as in economic theory, is
needed to provide muchof the empirical case
for private schools, privately ownedstreets,
voluntary charity and relief, privately provided
economic security, privately coined money,
bank notes, and the like.
Nevertheless, given enough such examples,
the individualist convincedof both the spiritual
and moral case for liberty will accept the empirical case as well. In so doing, he will add to
the claim that liberty is a virtue, the further
claim that liberty is a blessing which promotes
humanhappiness. These three philosophical
themes taken together both support and are
supported by the primal appeal of freedom that
is basic to so muchof our personalities.
There is a great danger, though, when the
primal appeal of liberty is not accompaniedby
philosophical conviction. For then the temptation arises to use governmentto expandliberty,
rather than to destroy it. Of course, the use of
force cannot--by definition--expand liberty,
but there are a great manywith libertarian sympathies, perhaps including most Americans,but
without a sufficient grounding in theory, who
think that it can. Wemightcall themsocial libertarians and their idea, oxymoronicas it is,
socialized libertarianism.
To them, as to Lord Acton and philosophereconomist John Stuart Mill, liberty means
freedom not just from coercion, but also from
the opinions, customs, and traditions of the
many. To gain such freedom from the valuations of others, a social libertarian maywell be
tempted to advocate state coercion not seeing,
for the moment,that, as Hayekso beautifully
exposits in The Constitution of Liberty, the empirical case for freedomholds true of the very
opinions, customs, and traditions he feels (but
is not coercively) bound by7 and that, in any
case, state action violates the spiritual and
moral constraints on coercion he normally accepts.
This blind spot is particularly notable and
noticeable in the case of invidious discrimination against members of a minority group.
Even those, such as the American Civil Liberties Union, who normally make a very
strong case for the freedoms of association
(which include the freedom not to associate)

and the right to privacy (which includes the
right to scrutiny-free relationships) are tempted
to makea major exception where invidious discrimination is concerned.8 The philosophical libertarian, in contrast, distinguishes carefully
between persecution and discrimination and
while prohibiting the former with all the force
of the law and the state, leaves the latter subject
to moral opprobriumby the citizenry and to the
powerful rectifying institutions of the market9place.
Social libertarians also might advocate that
employers not be allowed" to test employeesfor
drugs or truthfulness and that landlords not be
allowed to prohibit cohabitation, kids, pets, or
washing machines. Both landlords and employers, they advocate, should be required to
act neutrally to any attribute of tenants or employees, respectively, that is not relevant to
tenancy and employment,respectively.
Argumentssimilar to those made about employers and landlords were made, and were almost totally successful, about the stewardship
function of colleges and universities toward
their students, and for such public accommodations as masstransit, restaurants, and the like.
In each of the abovecases, although freedom
of choice is clearly contracted, the choices
available to the advocates of state action have
equally clearly been substantially expanded,albeit at the expense of those whosefreedom of
choice has been contracted. This point is one
which causes some anguish for the consistent
proponentof liberty, for it is undoubtedlytrue
that in manyinstances we are prevented from
acting as we like or required to act in ways we
do not like, even though no coercion is involved.
Yet both the employer’s terms and the landlord’s terms, as irrational, onerous, or evenimmoral as they maybe, and as little as we wish
to defend them, are tacitly accepted by the employee and the tenant in staying on at the job or
in the apartment. What social libertarians
woulddo, in essence, is replace the criterion of
liberty with one of relevance and reasonableness. If there are not good and sufficient
reasons for the conditions attached to the job or
the tenancy, they advocate that it must not be
allowed to stand.
Furthermore,social libertarians argue, if so-
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cialized libertarianism is rejected on the ground
that continuance in a position is tacit acceptance, whynot try the principle one step further
and respond that the coercive powers of the
state are also tacitly accepted by anyonecontinuing to live within its borders?
If there is a weaknesswith philosophical libertarianism, the social libertarian continues, it
is the narrownessof the definition of coercion.
In their view, the employeror the landlord does
exercise a form of coercion and one which is
best prevented by coercion from the state. 10
These are serious objections which must be
addressed and which present difficulties for
anyone whohas ever held a job or a tenancy
with irrelevant conditions (who has not?)
whohas been denied a job or a tenancy for irrelevant reasons.
The best response, though, is a simple question: "Irrelevant to whom?"Or, "Reasons not
thought good and sufficient by whom?"Obviously not to the employer or the landlord
whoseliberty it is proposed to limit and whose
property it is proposed to regulate. Furthermore, if the employer or landlord is wrong
about the relevance of his conditions, as is
sometimes surely the case, the market will
exact penalties in higher salaries, lower rents,
and the like. 11 Moreover,such an analysis does
not evenconsider all the harmfulside effects of
the state’s entering the picture, including the
often-realized potential for the state to become
the final arbiter of what constitutes good and
sufficient reasons and whatis or is not relevant
to what, thus placing the state in effective control over housing and employment, an inevitable outcomethat a social libertarian would
surely deplore. 12
Finally, the tacit acceptance of a property
owner’s conditions--whether the ownership is
of a corporation or of rental housing--is not
akin to the state’s claim over its resident citizens. The state does have sovereignty--a monopolyon the retaliatory use of force within its
borders--but it lacks, or should lack, owner-

ship--a monopoly on the control and use of
the property within its borders. Ownership
arises by what Harvard philosopher Robert No’’13
zick has called "the entitlement theory,
which dates back to John Locke. 14 Sovereignty
does not properly confer ownership, and in
those polities whereit is taken to include ownership, there is and can be no liberty. 15 And
that is a tragedy whichshould convincethe proponent of socialized libertarianism to acquire a
taste for philosophical libertarianism and, despite the temptation, not to compromise so
sacred a principle as liberty for an expanded
notion of freedom that must diminish the very
liberty in whosenameit is promoted.
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The Minimum Wage-Good Intentions,
Bad Results
by Roger Koopman
deas have consequences, Richard Weaver of higher wages, better benefits, and lower
once wrote. They pace the course of human prices.
The "bigger economic pie" concept is not
history--both good ideas and bad. And
while intentions maybe honorable, the passing complicatedin the least, and yet it is a principle
of time has proven that, in the long term, you that seemsto elude us time and again in matters
can’t get good results from bad ideas.
of public policy. Weknowinstinctively that
The minimumwage is a classic example of a governmentcannot create or produce anything.
good intention and a bad idea. The idea behind It regulates, confiscates, and consumes,all at
minimumwage legislation is that government, the expense of the private economy. And yet
we still believe that governmentcan wave its
by simple decree, can increase the earning
magic wand with laws like the minimumwage,
powerof all marginal workers. Implicit in this
idea is the notion that employmentis an ex- and we all will be better off.
Politicians engage in this deception to buy
ploitive relationship and that business owners
political
favor from special interest groups. We
will never voluntarily raise the wagesof their
keep
falling
for these political deceptions beworkers. Businesses, we are told, must be
cause
our
focus
is on short-term personal gains
coerced into paying workers what they deserve,
and only politicians knowwhat this is.
rather than on the long-term consequences to
Not only does this line of thinking run con- the entire nation. Wesee the apparent benefit
trary to the most basic economicprinciples of a of having our own wages increased. But we
free society, but it is also patently illogical. If don’t consider the nameless victims of the mingovernmentcould raise the real wages of mil- imumwage hike whowill lose their jobs belions of Americansby merely passing a law an- cause the government has priced them out of
nouncing that fact, then whystop at $3.35 per the labor market. (It is precisely because minhour, or $4.65, or even $10? Isn’t $500 per imumwagelaws eliminate low-skilled workers
from competing in the job market that orgahour more compassionate than $50? Absurd,
nized
labor lobbies Congress for massive minyou say, and I wouldagree. But the "logic" is
imum
wage
hikes.)
perfectly consistent with the idea of a minimum
Commenting
on the minimumwage, econowage, once you have accepted the premise that
mist
Henry
Hazlitt
put it succinctly:
political decrees can raise wages.
What does make wages rise? It is most cerYou cannot make a man worth a given
tainly not governmentedicts that simply reamount by making it illegal for anyone to
arrange and redistribute existing wealth. Wages
offer him less. You merely deprive him of
rise in response to the creation of new wealth
the right to earn the amountthat his abilities
through greater productivity. The more that a
and situation would permit him to earn,
society producesper capita, the morethere is to
while you deprive the communityeven of the
distribute through the marketplace in the form
moderateservices that he is capable of ren-
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dering. In brief, for a low wageyou substitute unemployment.Youdo harm all around,
with no comparable compensation.1
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